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Transverse dynamics of a relativistic electron beam in an underdense
plasma channel

Andrew A. Geraci and David H. Whittum
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94309

~Received 11 January 2000; accepted 11 April 2000!

The transverse dynamics of a relativistic electron beam in a plasma less dense than the beam is
analyzed, with particular attention to the electron-hose instability as it appears in a plasma channel
of finite radius. A comparison is made between analytic asymptotic forms, linearized ‘‘beam
break-up’’ simulations, and particle-in-cell simulations. The analysis provides a framework for the
interpretation of projected and time-resolved diagnostics in such a system. Examples used for
illustration correspond to parameters of an experiment in progress, employing a 30 GeV electron
beam in a 1.5 m plasma cell, with the amplification of beam-centroid offsets on the order of
100– 1023, depending on experimental settings. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent times the subject of relativistic electron be
propagation in plasma has blossomed into an extensive
of research, much of it centered on theplasma wakefield
accelerator~PWFA!.1 The PWFA makes use of an intens
electron beam propagating through a plasma to induc
plasma oscillation trailing the beam. The large longitudin
electric field associated with this plasma oscillation m
someday power a TeV electron accelerator. As yet it is
soon to determine whether the PWFA will live up to i
promise. One reason for this istransverse instabilityof the
drive beam. Although this has been the subject of theoret
work,2 recent experimental work3,4 motivates a detailed an
refined theoretical analysis, including a comprehensive
vey of the parameter space for unstable perturbations.

The PWFA in the limit of a plasma more dense than
beam ~‘‘overdense’’! has been the subject of numero
theoretical5–9 and experimental studies.10–12 Some analysis
of stability in the overdense regime has also be
performed.13,14 One disadvantage of the overdense PWFA
the inherent nonlinearity of focusing in an overdense plas
In the limit of a plasma less dense than the beam~‘‘under-
dense’’!, fields witnessed by the beam consist of those p
duced by a relatively motionless channel of ions super
posed on the transient fields associated with a pla
electron population expelled into an annulus surrounding
beam.15 The uniformity of the accelerating wakefield, an
the linearity of the focusing in this regime, have motivat
studies of longitudinal wakefields in this limit.16 While the
accelerating gradients achievable in the underdense PW
appear promising, this system will be vulnerable to break
of the drive beam, in particular, a transverse two-stre
~‘‘electron hose’’! instability, that appears in any such un
formly focusing beam-formed channel.17–20

In the present work we consider a highly relativis
short bunch, comparable to the plasma period in len
propagating in a dilute, collisionless plasma. The dynam
of the system are governed by the betatron oscillations of
3431070-664X/2000/7(8)/3431/10/$17.00
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beam, plasma oscillations, and their mutual electrostatic c
pling. For a highly relativistic beam, the dominant beam p
turbations can betransverserather thanlongitudinal, even
for slight deviations from a perfectly aligned round bea
and both focusing and deflection may be expected.

A. Outline

In this work we investigate transverse stability of a sh
bunch in an underdense plasma. The goal is to provid
formulation suitable for understanding of integrated a
time-resolved diagnostics in a PWFA. We focus on quan
fying amplification of incoming beam offsets. For illustratio
we employ parameters as listed in Table I, close to those
an experiment in progress.

In Sec. II we outline an analytic description of the sy
tem for small perturbations. A numerical solution of this li
ear integrodifferential equation~‘‘beam breakup’’ equation!
is compared to analytic asymptotic forms to illustrate t
scalings. Parameters for the plasma and beam correspo
Table I. In Sec. III we examine the same examples, with
help of a particle-in-cell~PIC! simulation, making a com-
parison between the~nonlinear! PIC simulation and the~lin-
earized! beam breakup simulation. Having gained some c
fidence in the PIC simulation through a comparison
scalings for the idealized equilibrium, we use the PIC sim
lation to examine in detail the transient behavior correspo
ing to Table I. Section IV includes an analysis of an ide
ized PWFA experiment, providing a theoretical framewo
to interpret the results, and illustrative output to indicate
phenomena accessible with beam position monitor~BPM!
data for the orbit, and beam profile data, both time resol
and projected. Conclusions are offered in Sec. V.

B. Regimes of propagation

It is useful to review at the outset the basic features
relativistic electron beam propagation in plasma. The re
1 © 2000 American Institute of Physics

opyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html.
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3432 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 8, August 2000 A. A. Geraci and D. H. Whittum
is a picture of the equilibrium or ‘‘zeroth-order’’ system t
which we will consider dipole~centroid! perturbations.

We will consider an injected electron beam traveling
the s direction, described by a Gaussian transverse pro
with number density,

nb~x,y,t!5nb0~t!expS 2
x2

2sx
22

y2

2sy
2D , ~1!

where the density on axis is given by

nb0~t!5
I b~t!

2psxsyc
, ~2!

with a current waveform given by

I b~t!5
Qb

~2p!1/2s t
expS 2

t2

2s t
2D . ~3!

The ‘‘beam coordinate’’t5t2s/c, and we approximate the
beam drift velocity byc, the speed of light, thereby neglec
ing radiative effects. The beam charge isQb , the rms bunch
length issz5s tc, and the rms beam dimensions in the tran
verse plane aresx and sy . It is convenient to refer to the
beam wave number,kb5(4pnb0r e)

1/2, where r e5e2/mc2

'2.82310213cm is the classical electron radius,2e is the
electron charge, andm is the electron mass.

There are in general four regimes of propagation,
listed in Table II, and each may be seen in Fig. 1.

When the current waveform rises slowly on the scale
a plasma oscillation,kpsz@1, the beam represents an ad
batic perturbation to the plasma, and the four regimes lis
in Table II are clearly evidenced. For the PWFA, we are,
general, interested in a ‘‘short’’ pulse, one for whichkpsz

,1. In this case the plasma response is transient, an

TABLE I. Nominal electron beam and plasma parameters for example

Quantity Symbol Nominal value

Electrons in bunch Nb 431010

Bunch length sz 0.7 mm
rms, norm emittance enx 631025 m rad

eny 131025 m rad
rms beam size sx,y 50 mm
Beam energy mc2g 30 GeV
Beam density nb0 1.4531015 cm23

rms energy spread sd 331023

Plasma tank length Lp 1.5 m
Channel radius R 1 mm
Plasma density np 331014 cm23

TABLE II. Four regimes of propagation for a relativistic electron beam in
plasma.

Condition Regime

np,nb /g2 Unfocused
np,nb Ion focused
np.nb , kpsx,y!1 Magnetically self-focused
np.nb , kpsx,y.1 Current neutralization
 29 Jul 2000 to 134.79.136.224.Redistribution subject to AIP c
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plasma oscillation trails the drive beam. Here we refer to
plasma wave numberkp5(4pr enp)1/2. The angular plasma
frequency isvp5kpc.

As the beam head propagates through the plasma, it
tinuously expels some plasma electrons from the beam
ume. If the beam density is sufficiently high thatnb0.np

then a region near the beam axis is completely denude
plasma electrons, forming an ‘‘ion-channel.’’ For illustra
tion, consider a ‘‘round beam,’’ one withsx5sy5s r . One
may estimate the radius of the ion channel by consider
that the beam and ion electrostatic fields cancel exactly
some radiusRn , the ‘‘neutralization radius,’’ satisfying

1

2

np

nb0

5
s r

2

Rn
2 F12expS 2

1

2

Rn
2

s r
2D G .

In the limit nb0 /np@1, this reduces to Rn

's r(2nb0 /np)1/2. In the limit of adiabatic current rise
kpsz@1, one may picture plasma electrons being adiab
cally expelled beyond this radius.

The transverse force witnessed by a beam electron
this ‘‘ion-focused’’ regime takes the form,

Fr'2 1
2mc2kp

2r ,

where we make use of the approximationnp@nb /g2, valid
for an ultrarelativistic beam. In this regime the beam elec
and magnetic field contributions to the transverse fo
nearly cancel and the ion-pinch force dominates. Transve
motion of a single electron is described by

d

ds
g

d

ds
r'1gkb

2r''0, ~4!

where the betatron wave number is determined by the
density,

kb5
kp

A2g
. ~5!

On the other hand, when the plasma is denser than
beam—a condition that always applies for some portion
the beam head—the beam electric field expels only a frac
of the plasma electron charge, enough so that the resu
surfeit of ion charge is adequate to cancel the electric field
the beam. In this limit, the net charge density is appro

FIG. 1. The radial electric field of the relativistic electron beam exp
plasma electrons from a large volume, or ‘‘channel.’’ Beam electrons
then focused by the radial electric field of the relatively immobile ions.
opyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html.
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3433Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 8, August 2000 Transverse dynamics of a relativistic electron beam . . .
mately zero, and the only field component remaining is
magnetic field due to the beam. Transverse motion o
single beam electron is again described by Eq.~4!, at least,
for small displacements from the beam axis,r !s r , except
that the betatron wave number in this regime is determi
by the beam density,

kb5
kb

A2g
. ~6!

Notice that as plasma electrons are expelled from
beam volume, they are also accelated backward, at the
pense of work done by the beam head. This backward c
ponent of the electron motion corresponds to a return cur
carried by the plasma electrons. A collisionless plasma
oppose the current flow corresponding to an injected elec
beam.21 This return current sheath extends radially with
radiale-folding length ofkp

21 beyond the ion channel. In th
limit kpsx,y.1, these plasma return currents are flowi
through the bulk of the beam, as opposed to a volume m
larger than the beam, and in this limit, the net magnetic fi
within the beam is diminished. In this ‘‘current neutraliz
tion’’ regime, the net transverse force experienced by
beam is simply its own magnetic field, diminished somew
by the contribution of the plasma electrons. This regime
accessible when the beam size is large and the current is

C. Higher-order effects

A number of higher-order effects should be noted,
they are accessible in principle, depending on the param
range. Small angle scattering may result in emittan
growth,22 although for beam and plasma parameters con
ered herein the effect is negligible. Ionization by the beam
of concern in determining the actual axial plasma den
profile. Ionization is produced by the beam through elect
impact, gas breakdown, stripping of atoms and ions in
strong radial electric field at the beam ‘‘edge,’’ or tunnelin
in the presence of this field.23,24 In addition, one may expec
secondary electron multiplication~breakdown!, an effect
scaling with E/p, the ratio of radial electric field to
pressure.25 In the meantime, plasma electrons are also l
through recombination.26,27 For a short, picosecond electro
pulse and working gas pressures in the range of mtorr,
ization processes are relatively slow, and recombinatio
negligible during the beam transit. The time scale for
massive ions to collapse inward and neutralize the be
charge is large compared with times of interest, and ion m
tion can be neglected. Finally, the approximation of a co
sionless plasma is fair; however, in the collisionless lim
instabilities may replace collisions in dissipating the wak
field. The formation of the accelerating wakefield require
backward acceleration of plasma electrons, and this flow
subject to the two-stream~Buneman! instability coupling the
plasma electron motion to the ions. For a lithium plas
with density as in Table I, the time scale of the damping
several plasma periods, and this effect is negligible for
short drive bunch we consider.
 29 Jul 2000 to 134.79.136.224.Redistribution subject to AIP c
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II. LINEARIZED DYNAMICS

We consider beam centroid evolution in the limit of a
underdense plasma. The problem is analytically tractabl
the limit of a preformed ion channel, for in this limit th
beam and plasma constitute an equilibrium. Convenient
proximations include the neglect of ion motion, large plas
skin depth, and adiabatic current variation.17 The evolution
of the beam centroid,j, in beamline coordinates and beam
coordinatet is described by a ‘‘beam breakup’’ equation,17

S ]

]s
g

]

]s
1gkb

2 D j~s,t!5E
0

t

W~t2t8!j~s,t8!dt8, ~7!

where the wakefield is

W~t!5
v0

3

c2 sin~v0t!, ~8!

kb is the betatron wave number, andv05vp /A2.
With the assumption of adiabatic current rise, i.e.,kpsz

@1, the form of the beam breakup equation is independen
the beam current profile. At higher currents, the channel
dius adiabatically expands, diminishing the electrostatic fi
seen by the beam. This geometrical expansion compens
for the higher current, leaving the drive term in Eq.~7! in-
dependent of beam current.

This integrodifferential equation defines a special fun
tion j(s,t) for each choice of initial conditions,

j0~t!5j~s50,t!, j08~t!5
]j

]s
~s50,t!.

For the sake of illustration we will consider initial condition
of the form

j0~t!5j01 j̇0t, j08~t!50.

The precise evolution of the beam centroid may be de
mined by numerical solution, breaking the integral in Eq.~7!
over t8 into a discrete sum. Alternatively, the result may
determined up to quadrature in terms of an inverse Lapl
transform. The resulting integral is amenable to a steep
descents calculation, tractable in certain limiting cases.

In the following we summarize these asymptotic resu
and a comparison with the ‘‘exact’’ numerical result, usin
for illustration a plasma density, plasma length, and be
energy as in Table I.

In the limit of a weak focusing and a long bunch, with
uniform initial offset, j̇050, one finds17

j~s,t!'0.202j0

A1/2

v0t
eA sinS v0t2

A

A3
2

p

12D , ~9!

with an exponent given by

A~s,t!5
33/2

4
@~kbs!2~v0t!#1/3, ~10!

where the conditionsv0t@A@1 andkbLg!1 are assumed
In the limit of strong focusing and a short bunch, th

asymptotic form with a uniform initial offset is18
opyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html.
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3434 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 8, August 2000 A. A. Geraci and D. H. Whittum
j~s,t!'0.263
j0

A1/2eA cosS kbs2
A

A3
1

p

12D , ~11!

where

A~s,t!5
33/2

4
@~kbs!~v0t!2#1/3. ~12!

Here it is assumed thatkbs@v0t andv0t,1.
For a tilted initial offset,j050, the asymptotic form is

modified to

j~s,t!'0.341
j̇0t

A3/2eA cosS kbs2
A

A3
1

p

4 D . ~13!

The large plasma skin-depth approximation can be c
in the form kpb!1, whereb is the plasma neutralizatio
radius. In the adiabatic approximation,b25a2(nb /ne),
wherea5A2sx,y , the effective beam radius. The effect
smaller plasma skin depth~larger kpb) on the wakefield in
Eq. ~8! can be quantified28 as

Weff~t!5WF12S kpb

4 D 2G . ~14!

In the short-bunch, strong-focusing asymptotic limit t
growth factor in the exponential of Eq.~12! is reduced to

Aeff5AF12S kpb

4
D 2G1/3

. ~15!

The wakefield in Eq.~8! is derived for an infinite plasma
and is reduced from the effect of the finite plasma ou
radius. The linearized beam breakup~BBU! wakefield due to
an annular plasma sheath has been calculated29 and the
modification to Eq.~8! can be determined for finite oute
plasma radius. Rewriting Eq.~8! as

W~t!5W0 sin~v0t! ~16!

and lettinga be the ratio of outer annulus radius tob, the
inner neutralization radius, the wake is modified to

W0H sin~v0t!cos@v0t/~2a!#

1
1

2a
sin@v0t/~2a!#cos~v0t!J ,

neglecting terms of order 1/a2. For parameters in Table I
a'10, and the infinite plasma wakefield in Eq.~8! is a good
~within a few percent! approximation for bunch lengths w
consider, satisfyingv0t,2p.

For illustration, the result of Eq.~11! is compared to the
numerical solution of Eq.~7! in Fig. 2 for nominal param-
eters. The numerical solution of Eq.~7! is obtained by a
macroparticle ~MAC! code employing a fourth-orde
Runge–Kutta scheme. The result indicates a tail centroid
set amplification on the order of six times for an initial
uniformly offset beam and a bunch length of 0.6 mm. Fo
‘‘tilted’’ initial offset, the amplification is '2 times. For a
smaller plasma density of 231014cm23 there is a reduction
in transverse growth from 6 to'3 times for a horizontal
 29 Jul 2000 to 134.79.136.224.Redistribution subject to AIP c
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initial offset. This 33 growth is in turn reduced to approxi
mately 1.33 for a ‘‘tilted’’ offset. For plasma and beam
density as in Table I, the wake is only slightly reduced a
cording to Eq.~14!, by '1.5%. This in turn causes only
minor reduction in growth by approximately 6% in the e
amples involving this plasma density.

III. PIC SIMULATION STUDIES

The linearized model for BBU, Eq.~7! is helpful in that
it provides a direct, fast means of determining growth. Ho
ever, it makes a number of approximations that require f
ther assessment. Given the transient and potentially non
ear behavior of the plasma, the most accurate mean
determining the evolution of the system is the particle-in-c
simulation. While fully electromagnetic models are in us4

they require exorbitant amounts of simulation time, limitin
their usefulness, particularly for the dipole problem. Mor
over, they include too much extraneous dynamics, as the
Maxwell’s equations are not required for this magnetoind
tive problem. In fact, in the limit of large plasma skin dept
the problem becomes one of magnetostaties and electro
ics. We discuss next a simulation code we have develo
that is appropriate for this regime, first discussed in Ref.
We are particularly interested in assessing the less ideal
circumstances to be found in the experiment, transient ch
nel formation and nonadiabatic current variation.

The PIC simulation divides the beam intoNt'30
3(vpt/2p) slices, and each beam slice is modeled byN
'4096– 16 384 macroparticles. Each slice is initialized as
50 with a predetermined distribution, either Gaussian
Kapchinskij–Vladimirskij ~K–V!, making use of symme-
trized Hammersley deviates. The K–V distribution is defin
in Ref. 30. The beam particle motion in transverse posit
r' and momentump' ~normalized bymc) is governed by
the pinch gradient,c,

dr'

ds
5

p'

ps
,

dp'

ds
52“'c,

FIG. 2. A comparison of the beam tail centroid versus axial displacem
through the plasma from the numerical solution of Eq.~7! ~solid!, and the
asymptotic form of Eq.~11! ~dashed! for bunch length 0.6 mm and plasm
density, beam energy, plasma length as in Table I.
opyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html.
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and these equations are advanced ins by a leapfrog algo-
rithm, holding constant axial momentumps ~normalized by
mc), and permitting no slippage int.

The pinch potentialc5A2f, where the axial magnetic
and electrostatic potentials are determined from the redu
Maxwell’s equations, expressed in terms of the beam cha
densityrb , the plasma–electron charge densityre , and the
fixed ion charge densityr i ,

¹'
2 f52

4pe

mc2 ~rb1re1r i !,

¹'
2 A52

4pe

mc2 rb .

These are solved by a fast Fourier transform inx andy, with
periodic boundary conditions. Charge allocation and field
terpolation are performed by area weighting inx2y.

As for the plasma electrons, one ‘‘slice’’ ofM
'65 536– 131 072 plasma macroparticles is initialized
each step ins, and passed through the beam from the hea
the tail. The plasma initialization loadsM /2 pairs (x,y) uni-
formly within the unit circle, by rejection, and quiets th
loading by reflection through the origin. Plasma particle m
menta were initialized to zero. The plasma advance is a le
frog in the beam coordinatet, governed solely by the elec
trostatic potential,

dr'

c dt
5p' ,

dp'

c dt
5“'f.

The sensitivity of results to numerical parameters w
gauged by varying the size of the mesh, the number of be
and plasma macroparticles, the integration time step in bos
and t, the distance between the plasma and the bound
and an offset of the plasma center with respect to the m
center. As a means to further validate the PIC simulation
is worthwhile to consider beam propagation in an equ
brated plasma channel. This limiting case can allow fo
direct comparison between the PIC results and the nume
solutions of Eq.~7!. Where an equilibrated plasma channe
employed, the initial quasineutral equilibrium is achieved
adiabatic relaxation of the initially uniform plasma in th
potential of an undisplaced beam. Typical beam displa
ments are 1025– 1024 beam radii, small enough to observ
saturation prior to nonlinearity, and large enough to av
roundoff error.

A. Zeroth-order optics

The first and dominant feature of PIC studies is the
velope evolution of the beam. In general, focusing forces
transient, varying with the beam coordinatet. In the first
approximation, however, one may attempt to gauge the
havior to be expected considering the steady-state result
this case, the optics are described by Eq.~4!, with kb given
by Eq. ~5!. To describe the beam evolution in this limit, on
may employ single-particle tracking, as in a thick lens,
one may employ the envelope equation,
 29 Jul 2000 to 134.79.136.224.Redistribution subject to AIP c
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d2sx

ds2 1kb
2sx5

ex
2

sx
3 , ~17!

and similarly fory. The quantityex is the rms emittance, and
sx

25^x2&2^x&2. To solve numerically for the beam size, on
needs only the beam spot size specified ats50, together
with the initial Twiss parameters,b and a52b8/2. These
quantities then fix the initial conditions on the envelope,sx

5Aexbx andsx852axsx /bx .
As we will see, the figures of Table I do not correspo

to a matched beam, as emittances are'1003 smaller than
necessary for matching to the plasma channel for these in
beam dimensions. In the following we will consider tw
kinds of examples, one as in Table I, and the oth
‘‘matched’’ with emittance larger than in Table I. The latte
examples facilitate a direct comparison with the lineariz
model ~which does not take account of scalloping!.

B. Equilibrated plasma

In this section we compare the PIC, linearized mod
and analytic results for the strong-focusing, short-bunch
gime in an equilibrated plasma channel. Figure 3 sho
transverse displacement of the beam tail centroid versus
tance though the plasma, as calculated for a uniformly of
bunch by the analytic form, MAC, and PIC. Parameters
as in Fig. 2, and the emittance is matched to the channe
allow a comparison with the linearized MAC code. The in
tial offset is given in terms of the effective beam radiusa,
where for a Gaussian beam we seta5A2s r . Figure 4 com-
pares the asymptotic result of Eq.~13! with MAC and PIC
results for a tilted initial offset, with parameters as in Fig.
For both tilted and uniform initial offset, we observe goo
agreement between the MAC, PIC, and analytic results.
MAC and analytic results for an equilibrated channel a
formulated for a top-hat profile electron bunch. In order
roughly apply MAC or analytic scaling results to a Gauss
electron bunch, a provision must be made to translate
Gaussian longitudinal distribution into an effective top-h
bunch length. The actual Gaussian pulse indicated in Tab

FIG. 3. A comparison of the PIC, MAC, and asymptotic form, for a sho
pulse, strong-focusing example, with a top-hat current profile, K–V be
profile, a uniform offset, in an equilibrated channel. The bunch length
l b50.6 mm, and the initial offset is 10243a, wherea is the effective beam
radius.
opyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html.
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corresponds to a bunch length longer thanl b50.6 mm, indi-
cated in the examples of Figs. 3 and 4. The effective bu
length suitable for a comparison of top-hat and Gauss
current profiles may be determined roughly from the con
tion nb05np , the threshold for the ion-focused regime. Th
corresponds an effective bunch lengthl b'(8l)1/2sz , where
l5 ln@nb0(0)/np#. This results in a figurel b52.67 mm for
Table I, parameters. Results for this longer pulse example
seen in Fig. 5, showing good agreement between the M
and PIC codes. Other parameters remain as in Figs. 3
Since growth increases by nearly two orders of magnit
for this longer bunch example, the initial offset was reduc
from 1024– 1025 beam radii to avoid nonlinearity.

C. Uniform plasma

For the longer bunch example (l b52.67 mm), a ‘‘tilted’’
initial profile, and a uniform plasma not equilibrated to t
beam, results are seen in Fig. 6. Agreement is fair, altho
the PIC indicated more growth for the uniform case. T
may be attributed to the fact that in the uniform case,
beam witnesses plasma electrons at closer proximity fo
longer duration, contributing to enhanced wakefields.
competing effect is that the head of the beam has to be ‘‘u

FIG. 4. A comparison of the PIC, MAC, and asymptotic form, for t
example of Fig. 3, but with a ‘‘tilted’’ initial offset.

FIG. 5. A comparison of the PIC, MAC for a long-bunch, strong-focus
example, with a top-hat current profile, a uniform initial offset, and
equilibrated channel. Pulse lengthl b52.67 mm.
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up’’ to blow out the plasma electrons in the uniform case
appears that for this particular example the former effec
greater.

Examples were considered for both Gaussian and K
transverse beam profiles, and emittance is taken as in Fi
There is no remarkable dependence of tail centroid trajec
on the transverse beam profile in the equilibrated case. T
is understandable, since the preformed equilibrated cha
has plasma electrons expelled radially beyond the beam
ume, and the interaction of the beam and plasma elect
takes place from a distance. In the uniform case, ther
'1.53 less growth for the Gaussian spatial distribution th
for the K–V. We attribute this to the fact that the tails of th
Gaussian distribution can extend into regions beyond the
channel and cause phase mixing that may result in redu
growth as compared with the K–V example.

D. Gaussian current waveform

As a more realistic means to gauge the transient beh
ior associated with beam propagation through unifo
plasma, a Gaussian current waveform, Eq.~3!, was substi-
tuted for the previously considered step bunch of effect
length l b . Figure 7 shows the centroid offsetz versus beam

FIG. 6. ~Color! A comparison of the PIC, MAC for a longer-bunch, stron
focusing example, with a ‘‘tilted’’ initial offset, and an equilibrated chann
The three curves are almost indistinguishable. Also shown is the PIC re
for the same parameters, and a uniform plasma channel.

FIG. 7. The PIC result for a centroid offset versus beam coordinate im
diately downstream of plasma.
opyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html.
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coordinatet at the exit of the plasma for the Gaussian c
rent profile case with a tilted offset for two bunch length
Beam current versust is shown for reference. Emittance
taken as in Table I. The initial offset of the 3sz tail is nor-
malized to unity on the vertical axis. The23sz beam head
is defined as zero offset. A case is shown for initial 3sz tail
offset of 0.33a, where the beam radiusa5A2sx,y . Cases
calculated for smaller offsets of 0.1 and 0.0013a indicate
that the scaling ofj/j0 is only slightly nonlinear. For the
nominal parameters in Table I, the beam tail undergoes
nificant distortion and amplification of tail centroid offset
in the range of 25–403. By reducing the bunch length by
factor of 2, so that from head to tail the bunch length
approximately equal to one plasma period, we see a sig
cant reduction in centroid-offset amplification.

The transverse centroid exit angle corresponding to F
7 versus beam coordinate is displayed in Fig. 8. The vert
axis is normalized to the initial displacement in cm of t
3sz beam tail. For example, the figure indicates a 2sz tail
deflection of'0.6 cm after drifting a distance of 10 m. I
contrast, at this plasma density, a purely betatron~no hosing
wakefield! deflection of the head–tail offset could, at mo
deflect this section of the tail'0.1 cm at the same distanc

Figure 9 shows a time-resolved beam projection for
rameters as in Table I, with head–tail tilt as in Fig. 7. T
horizontal and vertical scales are 4.2 and 1.5 mm, resp
tively. This head–tail tilt is distorted and amplified by the 1
m plasma, as evidenced in Fig. 10. As Fig. 10 indicates,
head of the beam~from '0 to 1 mm! undergoes scalloping
as an ion channel is formed. The portion of the beam from
to 3 mm experiences a channel absent plasma electrons
is subject to the electron-hose instability. The latter port
of the bunch, after approximately 3 mm, witnesses the c
lapse of the ion channel and the plasma electron densit
axis reaching approximately four times its initial value, cau
ing strong deflection and defocusing.

This wakefield amplification can be significantly reduc
by decreasing the bunch length, as indicated by Eq.~13!. We
consider an example with peak beam current density
other parameters as in Table I, exceptsz is reduced to one-
half its original value. With these parameters the bun
length from63sz is reduced to approximately one plasm

FIG. 8. The PIC result for a centroid exit angle versus beam coordi
immediately downstream of plasma.
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period. As Fig. 11 indicates, the effect of the electron-ho
instability is reduced. The beam tail passes through
plasma before the plasma electrons blown out by the hea
the beam can collapse inward and the strong defocusing
deflection observed in Fig. 10 are absent. The condition
the beam tail to avoid the plasma channel collapse as
served in thePIC simulation can be cast roughly in the form
kpsz,1.

In practice, it is difficult to obtain beams withsz as
small as indicated in Fig. 11. Alternatively, transver
growth can be controlled by reducing the plasma density
fixed sz . For plasma density one-fourth its value in Table
~plasma frequency reduced by one-half! and the fullsz , we
maintain the condition that from63sz the bunch length is
approximately one plasma period. In this case the dow
stream result is shown in Fig. 12. Focusing is reduced du
lower plasma density, and distortion of the beam tail is a
sent.

The effect of reducing bunch charge by one-half
shown in Fig. 13. In contrast, the transverse growth is n

te

FIG. 9. ~Color! Incoming beam profile with head–tail ‘‘tilt.’’ The vertical
dimension is 1.5 mm; the horizontal 4.2 mm.

FIG. 10. ~Color! The same beam as in Fig. 9, immediately downstream
the 1.5 m plasma. The color scale shown as in Fig. 9.
opyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html.
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only slighly reduced, as compared with Fig. 10. The tra
verse effects are less senstive to beam charge than to b
length and plasma frequency for ranges of parameters c
to those of Table I.

IV. INTEGRATED AND TIME-RESOLVED
DIAGNOSTICS

In this section we provide a survey and analysis of
illustrative PWFA experimental setup, to indicate the p
mary considerations involved, and to translate the forego
analysis into the observational features of transverse b
dynamics. The general beamline layout is shown in Fig.
The dispersion produced in the bending magnet ideally
lows measurement of beam energy variations induced in
plasma. The drive beam exits the linear accelerator w
some nominal variation in beam centroid transverse displa
ment ~dipole perturbations! longitudinally along the beam
Such head–tail offset is typical for linear accelerators31 due

FIG. 11. ~Color! The same beam as in Fig. 9, withsz half its value in Table
I, immediately downstream of the 1.5 m plasma. Horizontal and vert
dimensions are 2.1 and 1.5 mm, respectively.

FIG. 12. ~Color! The same beam as in Fig. 9, withkp half its value in Table
I, immediately downstream of the 1.5 m plasma. Horizontal and vert
dimensions are 4.2 and 1.5 mm, respectively.
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to wakefield-induced kicks of the beam tail. Transver
wakefields in the plasma amplify and distort incoming be
head–tail offsets, leading to beam breakup and deflectio

A. Orbit simulations

In general, absent beam–plasma interaction, the elec
beam orbit as observed with the help of BPMs, will fit to
superposition of sine-like, cosine-like, and dispersive ra
With plasma turned on, the beam orbit will exhibit a disco
tinuity across the plasma chamber, and based on optics c
acterization absent plasma, a deflection angle may be
ferred. Thus, the first useful result of theoretical wakefie
studies is to provide some estimate of angular deflection
sus incoming beam head–tail tilt. To make a comparis
between theory and observation we form the char
weighted average,

^ f &s5
1

Qb
E

2`

1`

dtI b~t! f ~s,t!,

where quantitiesf of interest includej, j8, as well as second
moments.

For experimentally accessible parameters, we exp
amplification of beam-tail jitter by'1–1003. For a current-
weighted centroid, the amplification is significantly less. F
ure 15 shows the evolution of the current-weighted centr
as the PIC simulation indicates for parameters in Table

l

l

FIG. 13. ~Color! The same beam as in Fig. 9, withNb half its value in Table
I, immediately downstream of the 1.5 m plasma. Horizontal and vert
dimensions are 4.2 and 1.5 mm, respectively.

FIG. 14. Illustration of a PWFA experimental setup.
opyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html.
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For reference, the figure also includes betatron oscillatio
as would be expected in an equilibrated ion-channel ab
electron-hose instability.

Due to the strong focusing witnessed by the beam
plasma, we expect the beam trajectory upon leaving
plasma cell to be largely independent of initial transve
centroid anglêj8& and primarily dependent upon initial off
set ^j&. Thus one is, in general, interested in plots of an
versus offset. For an ideal infinite plasma channel that
equilibrated to the beam we expect jitter in beam ‘‘head–
offset’’ j5 j̇0t to provide a variation of beam trajectory ex
anglesj8 from the plasma tank. The width in this distributio
of angles is, in turn, a function of plasma density, and can
calculated using the MAC and PIC simulations.

For illustration, the linearized MAC code is used
simulate the effect of initial head–tail offset on a final ce
troid trajectory angle for a variety of plasma densities us
other beam and plasma parameters as in Table I. Figur
shows the kick strengthxb8/xb as a function of plasma den
sity. Experimentally one may compare the measured widt
exit-angle distribution with the calculated dependence

FIG. 15. PIC current-weighted centroid evolution. Betatron oscillation of
equilibrated channel, absent hosing, shown for reference.

FIG. 16. MAC result for transverse average beam-centroid exit angle ve
plasma density.
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plasma density, for example, with a random incoming dis
bution in head–tail offset parameterj08 .

B. Lensing

A second generic set of diagnostics consists of be
profile monitors, either wire type, or radiator type.32 In the
following we indicate effects one may expect to observe
such images.

For a fixed length plasma cell, in the absence of wa
field effects, one expects the beam waist upon exit to
dergo oscillations as a function of plasma density due to
betatron focusing of the ion channel. PIC results for para
eters as in Table I differ due to scalloping occurring at t
beam head and defocusing and deflection at the beam
For instance, for the plasma density in Table I, PIC simu
tion indicates a reduction insx by 8% at the exit of the
plasma tank, compared with the 89% expected assumin
pure-betatron focusing channel. Also, the PIC calcula
variation of beam spot size with plasma density is less ra
than for the pure betatron channel. Experimentally, chan
in the beam spot size can be measured by imaging the op
transition radiation both upstream and downstream of
plasma. These focusing effects, along with deflection effe
vary with plasma density and can be compared with the P
results.

C. Transient diagnostics

A third category of diagnostic corresponds to those
the previous section, but observed via a streak camer
provide resolution along the very short time scale of a sin
bunch. In this section we discuss a particular interest in
diagnostic, namely distinguishing of betatron focusing ver
wakefield amplification. The betatron focusing property
the ion channel formed by the beam head can, in princi
produce a deflection of the beam centroid much akin t
wakefield effect. The following experimental signatures,
evidenced in a time-resolved streak camera image, can
tinguish this betatron focusing effect from the transve
wakefield growth. First, for a given incident beam profil
greater deflection of the beam centroid can occur with wa
field amplification than with purely betatron deflection. Se
ond, beam ‘‘hosing’’ is expected with wakefield amplifica
tion and is not possible with purely betatron focusin
Hosing occurs when different longitudinal sections of t
beam oscillate at different frequencies, leading to amplifi
tion and distortion of incoming dipole perturbations. In co
trast, pure betatron focusing should result in all particles
the beam oscillating at a single betatron frequency.

It is not possible using projected transverse images
distinguish linear head–tail offset from increased spot s
for a Gaussian beam. Therefore, as a more direct mean
experimentally observe wakefield amplification and defl
tion, a streak camera set on a radiator immediately upstr
of the plasma providing resolution along the bunch can
used to diagnose initial head–tail offset. This image can t
be compared to time-resolved streaked images downstr
of the plasma. Time-resolved centroid shifts can be measu
and weighed against PIC results. Variation of deflection

n

us
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various regions of the beam tail with plasma density can a
be measured and compared with PIC predictions. Also,
measuring the deflection of portions of the beam tail ver
initial tail offset, it is possible, in principle, to experimental
distinguish between purely betatron versus wakefield defl
tion, as the latter can be greater by an order of magnitude
shown in Sec. III.

V. CONCLUSIONS

PWFA experiments have the primary goal of demo
strating substantial beam energy gain via the longitud
plasma wakefield. For recently proposed beam and pla
PWFA parameters,4 transverse beam perturbations can ea
dominate the problem. It is worth noting the respective sc
ings of transverse growth factor and accelerating grad
with bunch length, beam current, and plasma density. Ado
ing a linearized theory for the longitudial accelerating gra
ent, one has4

Ez'4pekp
2E dz8nb~z8!pa2 coskp~z2z8!, ~18!

whereEz is the electric field, and it is assumed thatkpsx,y

,1. We note that the amplitude of the electric field
roughly independent of spot size for this limit. Assuming
Gaussian longitudinal current profile, the peak longitudi
electric field at the beam tail can be approximated roughly

Ez'4pe2Nbkp
2 exp~2kp

2sz
2/2!. ~19!

This form is strictly valid whennb,np , not the case for the
underdense regime. However, this approximate form
thought to be good within a factor of 2 or so for paramet
of Table I, providedNbr e /sz!1.4 Examining Eq.~19! fur-
ther, we note a linear scaling ofEz with the number of elec-
trons per bunch, and a reduction for longer bunch lengthssz

greater than'lp/4, due to the diminished beam current Fo
rier component at the plasma frequency.

Meanwhile, the argument determining exponent
growth of transverse head–tail offset isindependentof the
number of electrons per bunch, in the underdense limit
seen in Eq.~12!. Thus, the longitudinal accelerating gradie
can be increased linearly withNb without causing increase
transverse-wakefield growth, at a fixed bunch length. F
ther, at fixed plasma density, it is possible to decrease tr
verse growth and increase acceleration by reducing
bunch length. Both longitudinal and transverse wakefield
fects grow with increased plasma density, except the lon
tudinal effect wanes oncesz.lp/4. The transverse electron
hose instability continues to grow with increasing plas
density. The PIC simulation indicates that for parameters
order as in Table I, it is possible to limit the bunch ta
deflection associated with the nonlinear collapse of the
channel by respectingkpsz,1.

In this paper we have for the first time provided an e
tensive parameter survey, along with associated scalings
unstable transverse perturbations arising in recently propo
underdense PWFA schemes. In addition, we have provid
framework that illustrates how these transverse wakefield
fects can be quantified experimentally.
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